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Model

Abstract

Our model consists of two parts: a classical convoluAonal neural network D and an addiAonal
network G, whose source domain is an image and target is the adversarial perturbaAon.

We propose a novel method to generate and defend adversarial examples for deep neural
networks (DNN). The adversarial stability of network D is improved by training alternaAvely
with an addiAonal network G. We show that complicated adversarial paherns are generated
and the target network D classiﬁes perturbed correctly aGer the training.
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Currently, some machine learning models including deep neural networks (DNN) are known
to be suscepAble to adversarial examples, i.e., small input perturbaAons which lead to wrong
predicAons1.
Taking DNN as an example, impercepAble distorAon of the input data can lead to 100%
misclassiﬁcaAon for every example.
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Figure 3. Proposed generaAve adversarial network (GAN) structure

The network is trained in an adversarial selng:
1) While training D, we freeze the parameters of G and add raw examples in the same Ame.
2) In the process of training G, we ﬂip the loss funcAon of D for the adversarial purpose, and
the norm of ∆X is restricted to ensure it to be a small perturbaAon . The objecAve
funcAon is shown below
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During the training process, G and D gradually reach non cooperaAve equilibrium, and D is
expected to become less vulnerable to adversarial examples.

Figure 2. Adversarial Examples.

Although the cause of the DNN adversarial instability is sAll under debate, training on
adversarial samples have been proposed to improve robustness ,3

High accuracy of 98.4% is achieved aGer the Network D is training on MNIST for 70 epochs.
Then network G is added and successfully generates adversarial examples. AGer training our
model for 200 epochs, the accuracy of network D is decreased from 98.4% to 55.1%.
As a comparison, aGer one step, the commonly used method - fast gradient - decreases
the accuracy from 98.4% to 76.5%4.

Discussion
The biggest advantage of our model is that more complicated adversarial paherns can be
extracted by training the two networks D and G alternaAvely.
For most current adversarial researches1-4, the target neural network is always frozen to be
ahacked or designed to defend. RelaAvely simple paherns could be found as shown in Fig. 4.
In our scenario, however, the target network D is updated at the same Ame with the training
of the ahacker G, which results in more complicated perturbaAon paherns.

Figure 5. Freeze target network D

Table 1. Accuracy of 1-step perturbaGon .

To prove our model, we tested accuracy for one
step perturbaAon. For FastGrad, it’s a back
propagaAon on D. For our model, it is a forward
propagaAon on G. It shows that beher results are
achieved using our approach for most intensity
levels (deﬁned as maximum perturbaAon).
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Figure 2 Original image and perturbed image using GAN and FastGrad
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Discussion & Future work

We used MNIST database: handwrihen digits with a training set of 60,000 examples, and a
test set of 10,000 examples. It is a subset of a larger set available from NIST. The digits have
been size-normalized and centered in a ﬁxed-size image.
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Figure 4. Learning curve.

Data & Feature

In these studies, however, the widely-used gradient methods for opAmizaAons are too
computaAonal expensive, i.e., such data are hard to obtain. In our project, we propose a
more eﬃcient way to increase adversarial stability uAlizing a novel DNN structure.
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(b) Accuracy comparison for diﬀerent perturbaAon
intensity, with/without adversarial training

(a) Accuracy comparison for diﬀerent perturbaAon
intensity, without adversarial training

Adversarial training livestream,
RealAme visualizing the adversarial
examples:
hhp://128.12.146.201:8000 (or QR
code on the leG)
Github Repo (a torch implementaAon):
hhps://github.com/fxia22/advGAN
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Figure 1(a) plots the learning accuracy
curve for diﬀerent intensiAes, when D is
frozen and only G is trained. It is found
that the larger the perturbaAon intensity
is, the less epochs are required to train a
network G All it converges.
Figure 1(b) shows the learning accuracy
curve when G and D are trained
alternaAvely. We note that the network
remains near 100% accuracy throughout
the training process, indicaAng the
robustness of our target network D against
the adversarial examples G generated.

Figure 6. Train D and G alternaGvely

We address that this complexity feature of our adversarial examples has a great potenAal in
pracAcal applicaAons. For example, captcha with orderly perturbed background is more likely
to be observed by the ahacker and thus more vulnerable to the real ahacks.
We also point out that, in the previous selngs, the intensity of the perturbaAon is deﬁned as
∞− norm, originally used to model the quanAzaAon error in images. It should be further
discussed cause ∞−norm doesn’t capture the ‘distance’ between true sample and adversarial
sample and does not fully capture how human perceive the diﬀerence of two image.
Future work
(1) GeneralizaAon of adversarial examples: can the adversarial examples generated by G and
D performs well against another network D’, which is trained on a similar dataset.
(2) Adversarial example defense using regularizaAon: In robust opAmizaAon research,
adversarial example defense is modeled as a min-max problem related to regularizaAon. It is
worth studying how our approach is related to regularizaAon
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